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Dear Grower Friends,
The brown grass and the mud and ugliness is one aspect of
west central Michigan climate that I struggle to endure... so
glad it's usually only 3 weeks or so. Sure looking forward to
seeing that sun again this afternoon.
*** The more I learn about OxiDate 2.0, the more I believe in its
ability to perform as a great tank mix partner for CS2005!
I used to think of OxiDate 2.0 as a stand-alone (extra trip) spray, only
when we needed to regain control in a disease outbreak situation because it really does kill bacteria and fungus On Contact. But we’ve been
missing other opportunities. Bacterial and Fungal spores are always
hanging out, waiting for the right conditions to infect… why not wipe
them out before they cause an outbreak!
George Sundin likes this stuff too, this is right out of his report: “We
demonstrated that an application of Oxidate 2.0 resulted in a complete
clearing of culturable bacteria and fungi within 4 hr in each of the three
years this experiment was conducted.”
Now, we know OxiDate 2.0 does not have any residual effect and no
systemic effect but it does remove the inoculum. But, if we partner
OxiDate 2.0 with CS2005 we can have an excellent knockdown, systemic,
and residual control dormant tree spray program.
*Yes, OxiDate 2.0 and CS2005 are compatible to be sprayed together, we
have tested it. Put OxiDate 2.0 in the tank First with your spray water @
1.25 oz per gal.
**** Q& A.... The SAR chemistries tickle the plant, or tree,
revving up its own natural defense mechanisms to combat the
disease attacks ...also when the attack comes from a psyllid
insect piercing the infestation.
The SAver product from Plant Food Systems is one of the most efficient
and very low cost. It is a great Nutritional product with all of their
amazing confidential Proprietary ingredients Package..... really
impressive ... it does so much for so little.
SAver .... comes in 2x2.5ga.cases... and in Totes....costs like $6 - $8 acre.
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**** Watch your beautiful young HiDollar HiDensity
Systems for where they might have a "wet feet" issue ...??
Dozens of you guys have proven how well our Super Phites work for
Tree Health. Most have used 2 or 3 qts per acre of either the
Formula II.SW, or the K.Phite 7LP.
These top-shelf Super Clean Pure Phites will tank mix with all of the
cost effective products we promote.
2 qts is less than $15 ...
March Madness is here!!
They say that this is the least productive day in America!?! So just
read this Fruit Ridge Notes during commercials. 😉
Wishing you all a great day and successful brackets ….r

